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Edit an Incentive 

Log in to your administrator account and click 

on “Edit Site”. 

Step 1 

When logged in as an administrator, open the Admin Portal. 

In the Admin Portal, navigate to the Module Tools menu and 

choose “Create/Edit Incentive Programs”. 

Step 2 

On the Manage Incentive Programs page, 

click “Create New Incentive” to begin from 

scratch, or “Edit Incentive” beside the 

incentive you’d like to modify. 

Step 2.5 

If you are creating a new incentive, you will be asked 

to choose the incentive type before being able to add 

the incentive information. You will not be able to 

change this afterwards. 

If you are copying incentives, be aware of the 

limitations. You can only copy one type of incentive at 

once, and you will be asked to fill in the date 

information before the incentives are copied.  
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Incentive Information Fields 

Incentive Type 
This will display whichever type you chose on the previous page. 

Eligible Points 
Indicate the methods users can earn points towards this contest: 

Commute Calendar: Only points earned by logging trips in the commute calendar can be redeemed 
for entries in this contest. 

User Action: Only points earned by completing user actions can be redeemed for entries in this 
contest. 

Commute Calendar AND User Action: Points earned through both methods can be redeemed for 
entries in this contest. 

Primary Title 
The title of the reward. Usually something similar to, “2 Free Movie Tickets to the Cinema”. 

Secondary Title 
Some specific information about the incentive, such as the name of the sponsor or how many prizes are 
available. 

Incentive Status 
Setting this to “Active” will allow users to see the contest live on the site. “Show in Beta Only” lets you 
view the contest only on Beta.YourSite.com. 

Incentive Points Required to be eligible for this award 
How many points a user has to redeem for one entry in the contest. 

Automatically Enter Users For Contest When Points Are Reached 
Automatically enters a user into this contest once they’ve earned the amount of points specified in the 
previous field. 

Only New Accounts Fully Created Between Start And End Dates Qualify For This 
Incentive 

Only allows users to enter the contest if they registered between the beginning and the end of the 
contest period. 

Only Display This Incentive For New Accounts 
Hides the contest from users who did not create their account between the beginning and the end of the 
contest period. 

Maximum Number Of Points That Can Be Earned In One Day 
Limit the number of points earned per day that can be used in this contest. There are separate fields for 
Commute Calendar and User Actions, depending on what methods you chose to allow earlier in the form. 
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Incentive Information Fields 

Maximum Number Of Points That Can Be Earned In One Day Total  
Limit the total number of points a user can earn towards this reward in one day. For example, if you leave 
the previous field(s) blank, you can limit the number of points here and allow the user to choose how 
they earn them. 

Maximum # of times a user can enter this contest 
Limit the number of times a user can enter this contest. 

Only Commutes Between These Dates Qualify for this Incentive 
Limit the time period for users to earn points that can be redeemed for entries in this contest. This only 
describes the period in which points earned through logged trips and user actions will be useable for this 
contest, not the time period that the contest will be visible. 

Only Points Earned From These Modes Qualify For This Incentive 
Limit the modes of transportation that can be used to earn points for this contest. For example, only al-
low points that users earned by logging bike trips to be used. If you selected “Commute Calendar AND 
User Action” in the “Eligible Points” section above, then you will see a similar set of boxes with a list of 
User Actions. 

Only Points Earned From These User Actions Qualify For This Incentive 
Same as the “Modes” section described above, but applies to user actions. 

Only Commute Trips Qualify Towards This Incentive 
Only allow points that users acquired from logging trips that were not marked as “Business” or 
“Personal” to be used to enter this contest. 

Commute Calendar Entries Must Be Recorded Into User's Account By Date 
Set the last day for users to add trips to their calendar and earn points that they can use in this contest. 
For example, users can enter past commutes for March into the calendar until April 30th, but if you enter 
March 1st-31st in the “Commute Between” date fields and enter April 5th into this field, then users have 
to log their commutes from March by April 5th to be able to use those points in this contest. 

This Award Will Only be Visible To Users Between Dates 
Limit the time period that this incentive is visible to users on the site. Should end after the above date. 

Restrict Incentive To Custom Sub Site 
Only allow this incentive to be viewed and entered by users belonging to specific subsites. 

When User Claims Award Send Email Notification To 
Optionally enter an email address that will be notified every time a user enters the contest. 

My Graphic 
Upload a square graphic that will be displayed next to the contest information on the site. 

Incentive Read More Description 
A description about the prize and the sponsor. Usually includes information such as the full company 
name, address, phone number, and website. 


